
Get ready to discover the new standard 
that is revolutionizing fall protection for 

the construction industry.

Safer. Smarter. Leaner.



Perimeter Fall Protection Perfected!
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STANDARD POST with  
ADJUSTABLE-HEIGHT CABLE GUIDES
Designed and available in three sizes, each of our posts is 
preset with cable guides to meet OSHA's required 42" top rail 
and 21" midrail heights. The added benefit: the height of our 
cable guides can be adjusted easily to raise heights of cable 
placement when there are changes in walking/working level 
due to changes in deck or slab thickness. All posts have the 
ability to support a side load of 200 pounds, and provide a 
5,000 pound tie-off point at or below 22".
Engineering upon request.

CORNER POST SYSTEMS  with  
ADJUSTABLE-HEIGHT CABLE TIE-OFFS

The Corner Post System comes with pre-set cable 
tie-offs to meet OSHA’s required 42” top rail and 21” 

mid-rail heights, but can be adjusted when floor 
thickness changes.  The Corner Post System is 

designed to be used anywhere a cable must 
terminate.  Each Post System is comprised of two 

braces that swivel around a post to configure to any 
angle needed.  The Corner Post System can also be 

set in a linear formation as an Intermediary to 
support a straight run of cable up to 80’ in length.

Item #1965-610: Corner Post System, 54", with Two (2) Cable Tie-Offs

Item #1965-650: Corner Post System, 66", with Three (3) Cable Tie-Offs

Unique thread makes post 
easy to install and remove. 
Base plate with shouldered 
coupler provides stability 
and strength.

Patented locking cable 
guides adjust to any height 
position. Accepts cable 
diameters up to 1/2”.

Optional plastic tubing 
protects post thread and base 
plate coupler during concrete 
pour, and allows for easy 
removal upon completion.

Our Red Socket Wrench  
Handle ensures that when 
cable heights need to 
change, the tool is nearby.

Item #1965-605: Standard Post, 54", with Two (2) Cable Guides

Item #1965-640: Standard Post, 66", with Three (3) Cable Guides

Standard Base Plate and Protective Tube Sold Separately



Take a Look at Our Core Products:
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ERECTING POST with D-RING or PASS-THRU
Both styles are available at 39” or 45” high. Perimeter’s Erecting Posts 
with D-Ring are used to build and support a horizontal lifeline during the 
steel erection phase. When centered between two Erecting Posts with 
D-Rings, our Erecting Post with Pass-Thru provides the ability for 
movement between bays without ever disconnecting from the lifeline.

Item# 1965-145-B (39"), shown

Item# 1965-150-B (45")

Item# 1965-145-A (39")

Item# 1965-150-A (45"), shown

DIAGONAL CABLE CLAMPS
For use with the 39" Erecting Post or 
Beam Clamp (if no column is available 
for support).

Item #1965-300

Item #1965-300-LG

STANDARD BASE PLATE
 For use in steel construction, the base plate 

gets welded to the steel beams in the 
fabrication shop or in the field, and allows for 

easy removal and reuse of posts.

Item #1965-20  (ships unpainted)

PRECAST BASE PLATE
Designed for use in steel 
applications, the plate can be 
welded in place or installed with 
TEK© # 5 Screws or deck pins.

Item #1965-615
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Item #1965-185

Be It Wood, Concrete, or Steel.....

Item #1965-360
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Item #1965-525

Item #1965-170

Item #1965-140

Item #1965-510

Item #1965-55

Item #1965-710

STEEL DECK BASE PLATE
A versatile and mobile 5,000 lb.  
tie-off point that requires no 
welding. Fits over steel decking 
and attaches with TEK© # 5 
screws directly into a ¼” or 
thicker steel beam.

ELONGATED UNDERMOUNT BASE PLATE
Designed to be mounted under flange of I-Beam 
and positioned on the interior side of building to 

continue to allow for uninterrupted building 
closure while eliminating any tripping hazards 

from the surface of the beam.

WALL-ATTACHED BASE PLATE
Can be welded or attached 
to an existing wall using  
substrate-appropriate 
fasteners.

MULTI-USE BASE PLATE
Designed for multiple applications, our Multi-Use base 

plate attaches using substrate-appropriate fasteners. 
Examples: wood blocking at roof level; existing concrete 
structures; concrete framing for embedment in concrete 

when the pour will be 5” or less.

ADHESIVE-ATTACHED BASE PLATE KIT
Available as a kit and includes two base 

plates, two D-Rings, and two epoxy 
packets. After prepping both surfaces 

and applying the epoxy adhesive,  
this system provides a  
5,000 lb. anchor point.

REBAR EMBED
4" x 4" x 1/4" base plate with 
a total height of 3". For use 
in precast concrete or poured 
in place. Consideration must 
be taken into account when 
configuring rebar, slab 
depth, and p.s.i. of concrete. 
The tubes attached are for 
#4 rebar lacing. 

DOUBLE-ENDED EMBED
Our Double-Ended Embed is 
designed to provide access at 
both the floor, for use with the 
post, and the ceiling, using our 
Heavy-Duty D-Ring at the lower 
floor as a lifeline.

CONCRETE WIRE EMBED 4-LEG
Designed for use in a concrete pour  

of 5-1/2”-8.” It is also available in 
8”-12” (Item # 1965-695 8-12).
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...We've Got  Your Project Covered!
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Item #1965-130, for beams 8-12" wide, up to 1" thick.
Item #1965-135  for beams 12-24" wide, up to 2-1/2" thick.

Item #1965-475

Item #1965-490

Item #1965-110

Item #1965-710

Item #1965-485

Item #1965-320
Item #1965-340

DECK-MOUNTED  
CONCRETE EMBED
Screws into plywood with no 
tools required. Comes with 
screw attached and rubber cap 
for fast installation. 
(Customer needs to specify  
depth of pour.)

I-BEAM CLAMPS
Available in two sizes, our I-Beam Clamps 

are designed to attach to a steel beam 
without welding or  

drilling.

PARAPET WALL CLAMP
Can be attached to parapet 

walls or rotated and attached 
to edge of concrete slabs. 
Accommodates walls and 

floors from 6”to 14” thick.

WET CONCRETE EMBED 
Designed to be placed in concrete 

during the pour but before  
set is complete. 

CONCRETE POUR-STOP EMBED
Screws into the pour stop at the 
required height. 
Rubber caps are included.

METAL STAIR CLAMP  
Attaching to the stair stringer, our Metal 
Stair Clamp is the compression type, 
designed for a stair angles between 30 and 
45 degrees. Clamp will attach to either left 
or right side, and is built with two brackets 
to support wood rails.

ARTICULATING CONCRETE STAIR 
CLAMP FOR WOOD POST
Our Articulating Concrete Stair 
Clamp can be installed on a 
concrete or wood stair riser. The 
attachment is accomplished 
with compression and is 
designed to hold a wood 4" x 4" 
post. Two (2) rail brackets 
included (not shown).

WING LEG EMBED
FOR CONCRETE

For use in a pre-cast or pour in 
place application. It may be used 
in a vertical or horizontal plane. 

The wire leg height will be per 
customer's requirements.



Versatile Protection Where It's Needed...
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COLUMN-ANCHORED
WOOD RAIL BRACKET
This bracket was designed 
to attach to a concrete or 
steel column. It will 
accommodate 2x wood rails.

SLIDE-ON TOEBOARD BRACKET
Our Slide-On Toeboard Bracket is 

designed for use on our  Standard or 
Corner Post for quick installation 

and removal of a 2x toeboard.

CLAMP-ON TOEBOARD &  
WOOD RAIL BRACKETS
Straight, Corner, and 'T' Brackets clamp on to our 
Standard or Corner Posts for quick installation and 
removal of 2x toeboards or wood rails.

TRENCHBOX GUARDRAIL CLAMP
Adjustable clamp designed to attach 
to a trenchbox toprail between 3/4" 
to up to 8", this clamp is built with 
two brackets for wood 2" x 4"s.

Item #1965-215

Item #1965-60

Item #1965-60-C

Item #1965-280

Item #1965-390

Item #1965-305

72" BIG FOOT
Designed for use with a 
horizontal lifeline that can run 
60' with an intermediary at 30'.  
It has the ability to receive 
cable at 21" & 42", plus a 
provision for wood bracket 
attachments. When post is 
extended it allows for a 
horizontal lifeline at 6' off of 
walking/working surface. Post 
attaches into embeds with a 
heavy duty bolt and expansion 
anchor.

Item #1965-600
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...And a Full Line of Integrated Accessories

Item #1965-220

Item #1965-540
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Item #1965-668

Item #1965-625

Item #1965-240

Item #1965-671

COLUMN CABLE TIE-IN
Designed to be attached to 
square tube columns at the 

corners to accommodate angle 
changes in the cables.

CLAMP-ON CABLE GUIDE
Designed to allow for additional 

cable runs on one of our 
Standard Posts, or for 

installation of debris netting at 
the walking/working level.

COLUMN STRAP ANCHOR SYSTEM
Designed to jump or isolate bays. It can be used  

for round, square or rectangular masonry columns. 
The strap is fitted with a cable fitting.

CLAMP-ON OR SLIDE-ON D-RING
D-Rings attach to our Standard or Corner Posts as 
a one man tie-off point at a maximum height of 
22" when base plate or embed is installed to 
support a 5,000 pound load.

ADJUSTABLE
COLUMN CABLE GUIDE

Clamps on to the flange of a 
beam to allow for a cable 

guide at adjustable heights.

Item #1965-575

COLUMN-ANCHORED CABLE SUPPORT
with CABLE TERMINATION
Designed to attach to a 
column and provide a 
cable guide point,  
as well as the ability  
to terminate one or 
more cables.

FALL ARREST  
ANCHOR POINTS
Our Fall Arrest 
Anchors are available 
with a roof support, 
(Item #1965-30), or 
without. Anchors 
without support are 
available in a variety 
of heights, or can be 
made to order. 
Anchors screw into 
base plate and provide 
a 5,000 lb. load tie-off 
point. Can be used 
during construction on 
all levels, and after 
construction on roof.

Item #1965-30

Item #1965-35-HD (6" Shaft)

Item #1965-260 (10" Shaft)



Safer. Smarter. Leaner.

U.S. Patent # 7,802,773. Other Patents Pending.  Printed January 2018

Why Investing in Perimeter Posts Makes Sense....

Call us for a customized quote

1-732-469-5626
Visit our web site for a video demonstration

www.perimeterprotectionproducts.com
720 Lincoln Blvd  |  Middlesex, NJ 08846


